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Consistent with PHS regulations, ORI believes that whistleblowers possess a conditional privilege
to disclose, in good faith to the proper institutional or ORI officials, allegations of scientific
misconduct. Such a conditional privilege would protect whistleblowers from defamation claims even
where the allegations ultimately prove to be untrue. However, whistleblowers who abuse the
privilege by making bad faith allegations or by intentionally violating the confidentiality of accused
parties may not be protected from defamation claims.
Introduction
In scientific misconduct cases, an individual who discloses misconduct to a proper authority is
termed the "whistleblower".1 Accused scientists in some cases may choose to retaliate against the
whistleblower. Such retaliation may be manifested in a number of ways, including a civil suit
against the whistleblower for defamation.
The Public Health Service scientific misconduct regulation aims to protect whistleblowers against
a broad spectrum of retaliatory actions. Under the PHS regulation, covered institutions must
undertake diligent efforts to "protect the positions and reputations of those persons who, in good
faith, make allegations [of scientific misconduct]."2
The PHS regulation requires protection of good faith whistleblowers. On the other hand,
institutions must also provide the individuals accused of misconduct "confidential treatment to the
maximum extent possible."3 The regulation therefore does not condone a whistleblower's
intentional public allegation of misconduct, such as disclosure to the media.
In addition to the PHS regulation which mandates protection for whistleblowers against general
retaliation, common law suggests that such whistleblowers may be protected in civil defamation

suits. In particular, case law indicates that whistleblowers possess a conditional privilege to
disclose, in good faith to appropriate authorities, "defamatory" allegations of scientific misconduct.4
The following commentary summarizes this conditional privilege.
First, the general law of defamation and conditional privilege will be reviewed. The discussion will
then turn to the various reasons why scientific misconduct allegations may be conditionally
privileged against defamation suits. Lastly, this paper will briefly address potential abuses and
resulting loss of the conditional privilege.
The Law of Defamation and Conditional Privilege
A written or non-written communication is defamatory if it "tends to injure plaintiff in his trade,
profession or community standing, or lower him in the estimation of the community."5 An
allegation of scientific misconduct, whether or not substantiated by subsequent investigation, will
tend to injure the reputation of an accused scientist. Therefore, a whistleblower's allegation of
misconduct will often constitute defamation.
The truth of a defamatory statement furnishes a complete defense for the one who makes the
statement. However, if the conditional privilege applies, it may not be necessary for the
whistleblower to prove the truth of his allegation. The conditional privilege allows the whistleblower
to allege scientific misconduct even if the allegation proves to be false;6 he must merely have a
good faith belief that the allegation is true. "Good faith" encompasses, among other things, "an
honest belief, the absence of malice and the absence of design to defraud or to seek an
unconscionable advantage."7 See "Abuse of Privilege" discussion, below.
A whistleblower who discloses scientific misconduct is not liable for defamation if he can claim a
conditional privilege. A conditional privilege may be invoked only if the allegation was made under
certain conditions, and the privilege is not abused.8 The following section describes four special
instances of defamatory disclosure in which a conditional privilege may be invoked. Any one of
these kinds of defamatory disclosure will establish the conditional privilege.
1. Communication to One Who May Act in the Public Interest
A whistleblower may claim a conditional privilege if he reasonably believes that the facts he
alleges affect a public interest of such importance that he should communicate the matter to a
person authorized to respond to the allegation.9
Federal statute and regulations create a legal mechanism by which ORI is authorized to respond
to misconduct allegations. PHS research grant applicants and awardees are accountable to the
statutorily established Office of Research Integrity (ORI).10 When an allegation of scientific
misconduct surfaces, the grantee institution which supervises the accused scientist must initiate an
inquiry, and possibly a subsequent investigation, in accordance with the PHS regulation.11 ORI may
conduct its own investigation if necessary and impose sanctions in addition to those imposed by
the institution if appropriate.12
Moreover, allegations regarding misconduct in PHS funded research clearly affect "important
public interests," i.e., the advancement of scientific research, the public health, and conservation of
public funds.13 This public interest requires that allegations of misconduct be brought to ORI or
authorized institutional officials.

In sum, Federal statute and regulations recognize the important public interest in detecting and
deterring scientific misconduct, and create an administrative structure by which whistleblowers
may communicate misconduct allegations to those authorized to take action. Thus, ORI considers a
whistleblower's good faith allegation to ORI or an authorized institutional official to be conditionally
privileged as a communication of matters affecting important public interests.
On the other hand, ORI believes that a whistleblower would not have a conditional privilege to
publicly disclose misconduct allegations to unauthorized persons because this contravenes one of
the requirements of the privilege(14) and the regulatory requirement to protect the confidentiality
of accused individuals.15
2. Common Interest
A whistleblower's good faith allegation of scientific misconduct may be conditionally privileged
under a second rubric. A conditional privilege exists if the whistleblower reasonably believes that
the recipient of the allegation shares a common interest in the subject matter communicated, i.e.,
scientific misconduct.16
The whistleblower and ORI (or the grantee institution) share a common interest in bringing
scientific misconduct to light and preventing further misconduct. When the whistleblower discloses
possible misconduct to ORI or an authorized institutional official, the shared information strikes a
common interest. The whistleblower need only have a correct or reasonable belief that the
recipient of the information shares a common interest and is entitled to receive the
information.While one formulation of the conditional privilege suggests that the recipient must be
entitled to know the "common interest" information, courts have phrased the privilege somewhat
differently. One court, for example, stated that the conditional privilege applies to "statements
concerning a matter of common interest to the publisher and recipient which is furthered by the
communication."17 In any case, the common interest in prosecuting misconduct is furthered by the
whistleblower's disclosure, and ORI is entitled to receive all information on scientific misconduct
associated with PHS funds.
Whistleblowers and ORI share a common interest in the disclosure of scientific misconduct.
Hence, ORI believes that the good faith whistleblower who reports misconduct to proper
institutional or ORI officials possesses a conditional privilege and would not be liable for
defamation.
3. Protection of a Common Interest
A third situation in which a conditional privilege for "defamatory" allegations exists is similar to
(but narrower than) the "common interest" occasion considered above. One court described the
privilege this way: "When one has an interest in the subject matter of a communication, and the
person (or persons) to whom it is made has a corresponding interest, every communication
honestly made, in order to protect such common interest, is privileged by reason of the
occasion."18
To claim this privilege, the whistleblower's good faith allegation must be based on more than
mere possession of a common interest; its objective must be to protect the common interest.19 The
good faith whistleblower seeks to protect a common interest - the integrity of scientific research -

by disclosing misconduct. Thus, ORI believes that such disclosures, even though defamatory, are
privileged.
Some courts have extended this conditional privilege to defamatory statements made pursuant
to a duty.20 Besides, or instead of, having a common interest in scientific integrity, persons with
knowledge of possible misconduct may have a duty to "blow the whistle" under institutional policies
and procedures. Even if this duty is not expressly imposed, a conditional privilege to allege
misconduct may nonetheless exist. A defamatory communication may be made with respect to a
duty that is "public, personal, or private, either legal, judicial, political, moral, or social...."21 The
whistleblower who exercises his public or personal duty to protect a common interest - scientific
integrity - may assert a conditional privilege in a defamation suit.
4. Protection of the Whistleblower's Own Interest
Lastly, the whistleblower may claim a conditional privilege to allege scientific misconduct if he
has a reasonable belief that the facts alleged affect his own important interests, and that the
recipient of the information can protect those interests.22 On occasion, the whistleblower's
allegation of scientific misconduct may stem from a situation directly and adversely affecting his
own interests. For example, one researcher's scientific misconduct may impinge upon another
scientist's associated research. If the latter becomes a whistleblower in order to protect his own
important research, a conditional privilege may be invoked.
Thus, a personal motive does not necessarily deprive the whistleblower of a conditional privilege
to allege misconduct. Rather, if the whistleblower has a correct or reasonable belief that making
the misconduct allegation will guard his important interests, and the recipient of the information
(e.g., ORI) can help to protect that interest, the whistleblower may claim a conditional privilege.23
Although the specific facts of each whistleblowing case will determine whether the conditional
privilege applies, the law set forth above would seem to grant such a privilege to the whistleblower
who reports a case of scientific misconduct to ORI or a proper institutional authority in order to
protect an important interest - either the public's interest in preserving the integrity of publicly
funded research, ORI's interest in prosecuting scientific misconduct, or the whistleblower's interest
in protecting his own important research activities.
Each of the four situations discussed above affords the whistleblower a conditional privilege to
make a "defamatory" allegation of scientific misconduct. Each of these circumstances involves a
socially important value - the protection of speech designed to further important public or private
interests - which necessitates the conditional privilege.24 Even if allegations sometimes turn out to
be false, the conditional privilege serves to encourage good faith allegations of scientific
misconduct, and accordingly, a corresponding reduction in misconduct. The social policy supporting
the conditional privilege is not advanced, however, if the whistleblower abuses the privilege by
making a bad faith allegation or an unwarranted disclosure (to the media, for example).
Abuse of Privilege
Although an allegation of scientific misconduct might otherwise be privileged, the whistleblower
may be liable for defamation if he abuses the privilege. Abuse of the privilege may occur in several
ways:

•
the whistleblower knows that the defamatory matter is false (or he has reckless disregard
for the truth);
•
the defamatory matter is disclosed for some purpose other than that for which the privilege
is given;
•
the disclosure is made to a person not reasonably believed to be necessary for
accomplishment of the privilege's purpose; or
•
the allegation includes defamatory matter not reasonably believed to be necessary to
accomplish the privilege's purpose.25
These various abuses may be described collectively as "bad faith" or "malice." Whether or not a
whistleblower abuses his conditional privilege will be a fact specific inquiry. Because the PHS
regulation recognizes only good faith allegations of scientific misconduct26 and seeks to protect the
confidentiality of accused individuals,27 ORI believes that an allegation which is not made in good
faith or which violates the confidentiality of the accused should not be protected. For example, a
whistleblower might abuse the privilege by making an allegation he knows to be false or by
disclosing misconduct to unauthorized persons such as the media. Such bad faith disclosures
constitute abuse of the conditional privilege and would not be protected against defamation
actions.
Though bad faith whistleblowers may forfeit the conditional privilege, case law clearly instructs
that the conditional privilege carries with it a presumption of good faith. In other words, the burden
of showing bad faith falls on the plaintiff who brings suit for defamation.28
Conclusion
The threat of retaliation poses a major deterrent for whistleblowers. The current scientific
misconduct regulation directs covered institutions to undertake "diligent efforts to protect the
positions and reputations of" good faith whistleblowers. 42 C.F.R. 50.103(d)13. On the other hand,
the regulation also seeks to protect the confidentiality of accused scientists. 42 C.F.R. 50.103(d)3.
Although the regulation does not specify the precise contours of its whistleblower protection, this
paper shows that whistleblowers may be protected in defamation suits.
The common law has forged a conditional privilege for defamatory statements made under
certain circumstances. ORI believes that good faith allegations of misconduct made to proper ORI
and institutional officials fall within those situations, and thus, those allegations are privileged.
However, allegations not made in good faith or made with intent to violate the confidentiality of the
accused are not condoned by PHS regulations and may constitute abuse of the conditional
privilege, leaving the whistleblower unprotected from defamation claims.
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